Question One: (12 Marks)

**State whether these sentences are true or false:**

1- (     )The Audio Lingual Method is an oral-based approach.
2- (     )In ALM, teacher acts as a model.
3- (     )In ALM, students overlearn; this means they should learn to answer slowly after thinking.
4- (     )In ALM and C.M, mother tongue should interfere as little as possible.
5- (     )In Communicative Method, language functions are more important than language forms.
6- (     )Intensive listening is listening for a purpose because students have to. It is often done by teacher's help.
7- (     )One strategy for teaching speaking is using maintenance cues.
8- (     )In problem solving, teacher discusses problems of different societies.
9- (     )Authentic material are materials prepared for educational purposes.
10- (     )In teaching listening and speaking, students are expected to pronounce 100% correctly.
11- (     )Role-playing is a variation of conversation planned before.
12- (     )Controlled practice includes class and individual repetition only.

Question Two: (5 Marks)

**Circle the correct answer:**

1- Features of real life communication:
   A- Information gap
   B- Choice
   C- Feedback
   D- All the above
2- In Communicative Method, mistakes are:
A- Natural
B- Fatal
C- Tolerated
D- A and C

3- New vocabulary which the teacher teaches should be:
A- Names of unfamiliar things
B- Names of concrete things
C- Name of things cannot be brought to class
D- Non of the above

4- Free practice includes:
A- Dialogue
B- Role-play
C- Games
D- All the above

5- Dialogue used to teach speaking should be:
A- Short
B- Simple
C- Not relevant to what teacher teaches
D- A and B
Question Three: (3 Marks)

**Answer ONE of the following questions:**

1-What are the dangers of correcting students during the individual oral practice? How can these dangers be avoided?

2-What are the weak points and the strong points of ALM and C.M?
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